Introduction {#S0001}
============

Lung cancer is one of the most prevalent malignancies and is a major leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide.[@CIT0001] As the main pathological subtype of lung cancer, lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) has high morbidity and poor outcomes. Great improvements have been made in LUAD diagnosis and treatment over the past decade, but the long-term survival rate of patients with LUAD is still low.[@CIT0002] Although high-throughput sequencing analysis has facilitated genetic and epigenetic research in lung cancer, the molecular mechanisms involved are not yet fully elucidated.

Kinesin superfamily proteins (KIFs) are a class of microtubule-dependent molecular motor proteins.[@CIT0003] They share a conserved motor domain and participate in some intracellular and extracellular functions, such as mitosis, cell proliferation, apoptosis, motility and substance transportation. So far, more than 14 subfamilies including more than 30 KIFs have been reported. Increasing evidence has shown that various KIFs are over-expressed in multiple malignancies and they are involved in tumor growth and development.[@CIT0004] In our previous study, we firstly found that KIF18A, a member of the kinesin-8 proteins, confers a malignant phenotype in LUAD and predicts an unfavorable outcome in LUAD patients.[@CIT0005] The KIF18B gene, a homolog of the KIF18A gene, is located on chromosome 17q21.31 and consists of 17 exons. Its encoded protein also belongs to the kinesin-8 subfamily and is a novel dynamics regulatory protein that interacts with EB1 to regulate astral microtubule length during mitosis.[@CIT0006] Recent reports have revealed that KIF18B is over-expressed in several tumors, such as cervical cancer[@CIT0007] and hepatocellular carcinoma,[@CIT0008] and it acts as a cancer-related driver gene. However, the expression profiles and role of KIF18B in lung cancer remain unclear.

In the current study, we explored the expression profiles of KIF18B in clinical samples as well as the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database and the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database to evaluate its clinical significance in LUAD. In addition, we investigated the possible molecular mechanism of KIF18B dysregulation and its underlying biological function in LUAD by performing a bioinformatics analysis.

Materials And Methods {#S0002}
=====================

Tissue Sample Collection {#S0002-S2001}
------------------------

From December 2017 to March 2018, 22 pairs of LUAD and normal lung tissue (\>5 cm away from tumors) specimens were obtained from 22 patients who underwent surgical resection. For reverse transcription and quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR), the fresh tissue samples were snap frozen using liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C. All cancer specimens were histologically classified as LUADs. The current study was approved by the Ethics Committees/Institutional Review Boards of the People's Hospital of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, and all participants provided written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Real-Time Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction {#S0002-S2002}
------------------------------------------------

Total RNA was isolated from frozen tissue specimens using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and reverse-transcribed using the Fast Quant RT Kit (with gDNase) (Tiangen Biotech, Beijing, China) in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was performed using SuperReal PreMix Plus (SYBR Green) (Tiangen Biotech, Beijing, China) and an ABI 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Applied BioSystems, Foster City, USA). The qPCR cycling conditions included an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 15 min, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 10 s, and a primer annealing/extension at 56°C for 32 s. KIF18B mRNA expression levels were normalized to those of GAPDH and analyzed using the 2^−△△^ method. The primers sequences were as follows:

KIF18B, sense primer 5ʹ-GCTGCAAGTAGTGGTACGGG-3ʹ and anti-sense primer 5ʹ-CCTCAGGGTTAAACACCAGCA-3ʹ;

GAPDH, sense primer 5ʹ-CATGAGAAGTATGACAACAGCCT-3ʹ and anti-sense primer 5ʹ-AGTCCTTCCACGATACCAAAG-3ʹ.

Immunohistochemistry Assay {#S0002-S2003}
--------------------------

An immunohistochemistry (IHC) assay was performed to detect KIF18B protein expression in the tissue samples. After excision, the surgical specimens were immediately immersed in 10% formalin for fixation, followed by dehydration, paraffin embedding and sectioning. After dewaxing, rehydration, antigen retrieval and blocking of endogenous peroxidase activity, the slides were incubated with an anti-KIF18B antibody (1:100, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) at 4°C overnight. For negative controls, the primary antibody was replaced with PBS. After washing with PBS, the slides were incubated with a biotinylated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Maixin Biotech, Fuzhou, China) for 15 min at room temperature, and then stained with diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride. Image pro plus 6.0 software (Media Cybernetics, Inc., Silver Spring, MD, USA) was used to quantitatively analyze the degree and proportion of KIF18A staining. The integrated optical density (IOD) and area of interest (AOI) were measured and the mean density (IOD/AOI) was calculated to evaluate specific protein expression. The results were re-checked by two independent pathologists from the Department of Pathology of the People's Hospital of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region.

Data Mining In LUAD Tissues And Cells {#S0002-S2004}
-------------------------------------

Pan-cancer KIF18B expression was analyzed using UALCAN ([<http://ualcan.path.uab.edu/>]{.ul}),[@CIT0009] which is a comprehensive and interactive web resource for analyzing cancer OMICS data. Level 3 data for patients with primary LUAD were obtained from TCGA ([<https://cancergenome.nih.gov/>]{.ul}). KIF18B expression profiles were collected for 514 primary LUAD samples and 59 normal controls. Among the 514 patients, there was complete clinical and follow-up information for 502 cases. Data including age, gender, smoking history, tumor size, nodal invasion status, TNM stage, residual tumors, recurrence status, recurrence-free survival (RFS) in days, living status and overall survival (OS) in days, were extracted. A total of three lung cancer gene microarray datasets (GSE31210, GSE50081 and GSE30219) downloaded from the GEO ([<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/>]{.ul})[@CIT0010] were used for validation.

To explore the mechanism of KIF18B dysregulation in LUAD, its gene-level thresholded gistic2-processed copy number variation (CNV) (n=511) and DNA methylation status (methylation 450 k) (n=453) were collected from TCGA simultaneously.

KIF18B mRNA expression, copy number and DNA methylation in LUAD cell lines were obtained from the cancer cell line encyclopedia (CCLE) ([<https://portals.broadinstitute.org/ccle>]{.ul}),[@CIT0011],[@CIT0012] which is an online database that provides public access to genomic data (including gene expression, gene methylation, mutation data), analysis and visualization for over 1100 cell lines.

Predicting The Regulatory miRNAs Of KIF18B {#S0002-S2005}
------------------------------------------

The predicted and validated regulatory miRNAs of the KIF18B gene were obtained from six databases: miRwalk ([<http://129.206.7.150>]{.ul}),[@CIT0013] miRDB ([<http://www.mirdb.org>]{.ul}),[@CIT0014] Tarbase ([<http://carolina.imis.athena-innovation.gr>]{.ul}),[@CIT0015] DIANA-microT ([<http://diana.imis.athena-innovation.gr>]{.ul}),[@CIT0016] TargetScan ([<http://www.targetscan.org/vert_72/>]{.ul}),[@CIT0017] and starBase ([<http://starbase.sysu.edu.cn>]{.ul}).[@CIT0018] The miRNA-seq data for LUAD tissues and normal lung tissues were collected from TCGA. Differentially expressed miRNAs between primary tumors and normal controls were identified using the edgeR package with a cut-off of \|log^2^ (fold change) \|\>1 and *P*-value \<0.05. All the downregulated miRNAs in the TCGA-LUAD samples were used as a subset. The overlapping miRNAs among the six databases and the TCGA subset were defined as potential regulatory miRNAs of the KIF18B gene in LUAD.

Identification Of Genes Differentially Expressed In Correlation With KIF18B In LUAD {#S0002-S2006}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LinkedOmics ([<http://www.linkedomics.org>]{.ul}),[@CIT0019] a new publicly available portal for multi-omics data from all 32 TCGA cancer types, was used to identify genes differentially expressed in correlation with KIF18B in TCGA-LUAD. A Benjamini and Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) \<0.01 and a *P*-value \<0.05 were set as the cut-off criteria. The top three genes positively correlated with KIF18B were selected for further analysis. GEPIA2 ([<http://gepia2.cancer-pku.cn>]{.ul}),[@CIT0020] an online interactive web server for analyzing the RNA sequencing data of tumors and normal samples from the TCGA and GTEx projects, was used to analyze the expression profiles and prognostic value of selected genes. Patients with LUAD were grouped by the median values of mRNA expression. *P*\<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Functional And Pathway Enrichment Analysis {#S0002-S2007}
------------------------------------------

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed using the LinkInterpreter module of LinkedOmics to explore gene ontology (GO) (including cellular components, molecular function and biological processes) and signaling pathway enrichment analyses of genes co-expressed with KIF18B. FDR \< 0.05 and a *P*-value \<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Statistical Analysis {#S0002-S2008}
--------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS 20.0 software package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The association between KIF18B mRNA expression and clinicopathological features was evaluated using Welch\'s *t*-tests. The diagnostic and prognostic value of KIF18B expression in LUAD was judged using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Kaplan--Meier curves of OS and RFS were generated using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, CA, USA). Log rank tests and Cox regression analysis were performed in different data cohorts individually. *P*\<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#S0003}
=======

KIF18B Was Significantly Upregulated In LUAD {#S0003-S2001}
--------------------------------------------

We performed a qPCR assay to detect KIF18B mRNA expression in 22 paired fresh LUAD tissue samples and non-cancer tissue samples. The results showed that KIF18B mRNA expression in LUAD tissues was higher than that in corresponding normal lung tissues ([Figure 1A](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, we performed an IHC assay with these samples to examine the expression of KIF18B protein. Very weak KIF18B staining was observed in normal lung epithelia ([Figure 1B](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}, upper), whereas moderate and strong KIF18B staining was detected in most malignant cells ([Figure 1B](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}, lower). Compared with normal tissues, KIF18B expression was significantly increased in tumor tissues ([Figure 1C](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The qPCR and IHC results were used to evaluate the diagnostic value of KIF18B in LUAD using ROC curves. The area under curve (AUC) value of KIF18B overexpression at the mRNA and protein level for LUAD diagnosis was 0.895 and 0.785, respectively ([Figure 1D](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Expression of KIF18B mRNA and protein in fresh LUAD. (**A**) KIF18B mRNA expression was examined using qPCR in tumor tissues and paired normal lung tissues. GAPDH expression served as an internal control. (**B**) KIF18B protein expression was detected through IHC (upper panel, normal lung tissue; lower panel, tumor tissue). (**C**) Comparison of KIF18B expression between tumor tissue and paired normal lung tissue was performed through a semi-quantitative analysis. (**D**) The diagnostic value of KIF18B expression in LUAD was evaluated using ROC curves (red curve, mRNA expression of KIF18B; blue curve, protein expression of KIF18B). \*\*\**P*\<0.001.**Abbreviations:** KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; IHC, immunohistochemistry; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.

By data mining using UALCAN, we characterized KIF18B mRNA expression in 24 tumor types compared with corresponding normal controls. As shown in [Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, KIF18B mRNA expression was markedly elevated in most of the human solid tumors including LUAD (dotted box). We also extracted RNA-seq data from TCGA-LUAD for further analysis. The GSE31210 and GSE30219 array sets were used for verification. The results showed that KIF18B mRNA expression was significantly higher in tumor tissues (n=514) compared with normal lung tissues (n=59) ([Figure 2B](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). The above results were also validated in the samples from the GSE31210 and GSE30219 array sets ([Figure 2C](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the AUC value of KIF18B expression for LUAD diagnosis was 0.976 in the TCGA cohort ([Figure 2E](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). The diagnostic value of KIF18B in LUAD was also confirmed in the GSE31210 and GSE30219 array sets ([Figure 2E](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2KIF18B mRNA expression profiles in patients with LUAD both in TCGA and GEO dataset cohorts. (**A**) Expression of KIF18B across TCGA tumors compared with normal tissue samples. (**B**--**D**) KIF18B mRNA expression in LUAD tissues and normal controls from a TCGA cohort (**B**), GSE31210 cohort (**C**) and GSE30219 cohort (**D**). (**E**) ROC curves showing the diagnostic value of KIF18B in LUAD (red curve, data from TCGA cohort; green curve, data from GSE31210 cohort; blue curve, data from GSE30219 cohort). \*\*\*\**P*\<0.0001.**Abbreviations:** KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; TCGA, the Cancer Genome Atlas; GEO, Gene Expression Omnibus; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.

High KIF18B Expression Was Associated With Unfavorable Outcomes In LUAD Patients {#S0003-S2002}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the expression distribution of KIF18B, we examined the expression pattern of KIF18B in different clinicopathological parameter subgroups, as defined using TCGA. The results showed that KIF18B was significantly upregulated in cases younger than or equal to 65 years old (*P*=0.001), males (*P*=0.030), smokers (*P*=0.008), positive nodal invasion cases (*P*=0.005), advanced clinical stage (*P*=0.021) and deceased cases (*P*=0.006) compared with their respective counterparts ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Otherwise, we found that tumor size, residual tumor status and recurrence status were not associated with high KIF18B expression.Table 1Correlation Between The Clinicopathological Parameters And KIF18B Expression In Lung AdenocarcinomaParametersVariablesKIF18B mRNA Expressiont*P*-valueAge (years)\> 657.2027±1.4277−3.4450.001≤ 657.6653±1.5511GenderMale7.5824±1.54192.1760.030Female7.2877±1.4763Smoking historyNon-smoker6.9982±1.56970.7090.008Smoker7.5128±1.4990T classificationT1--27.4558±1.5289−0.0070.994T3--47.4242±1.4153Nodal invasionNo7.3107±1.5651−2.8410.005Yes7.6981±1.3570Clinical stageI*/*II7.3592±1.5460−2.3280.021III*/*IV7.3592±1.5460Residual tumorsR07.4465±1.5009−0.9360.361R1*/*R27.4465±1.5009Recurrence statusNo7.4458±1.42080.1840.854Yes7.4458±1.4208Living statusLiving7.2870±1.56692.7740.006Dead7.2870±1.5669[^2]

To examine the correlation between KIF18B expression and survival outcomes in patients with LUAD, we analyzed clinical survival data from TCGA. Patients with primary LUAD were divided into high and low KIF18B expression groups using median values of KIF18B mRNA expression. Firstly, using OS as an outcome indicator, the results showed that high KIF18B expression was significantly associated with shorter OS in primary LUAD patients (*P*=0.0023; [Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, when using GEO database data for validation, we also found that the high KIF18B expression group had significantly poorer OS compared with the low KIF18B expression group in the GSE31210, GSE50081 and GSE30219 array sets (*P*=0.0004, *P*=0.0003 and *P*=0.0071, respectively; [Figure 3B](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Kaplan--Meier curves of RFS using TCGA-LUAD cohorts showed that there was no significant association between KIF18B expression and RFS in LUAD patients (*P*=0.4030; [Figure 3E](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). However, we found that in the GSE31210 (*P*\<0.0001), GSE50081 (*P*=0.0340) and GSE30219 (*P*=0.0005) datasets, LUAD patients with higher KIF18B expression had remarkably shorter RFS compared with patients with low KIF18B expression ([Figure 3F](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}--[H](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3Kaplan--Meier curves of OS and RFS in LUAD based on the mRNA expression of KIF18B. (**A**--**D**) Kaplan--Meier curves of OS in all patients with primary LUAD, using data from TCGA-LUAD (**A**), GSE31210 (**B**), GSE50081 (**C**), and GSE30219 (**D**). (**E**--**H**) Kaplan--Meier curves of RFS in all patients with primary LUAD, using data from TCGA-LUAD (**E**), GSE31210 (**F**), GSE50081 (**G**), and GSE30219 (**H**). Patients in individual cohorts were grouped using median KIF18B mRNA expression.**Abbreviations:** OS, overall survival; RFS, recurrence-free survival; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B; TCGA, the Cancer Genome Atlas.

Moreover, to further investigate the independent prognostic value of KIF18B in terms of OS, univariate and multivariate analyses based on the Cox regression model were conducted ([Figure 4A](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). The results from the TCGA-LUAD dataset showed that advanced clinical stage, the presence of residual tumors and increased KIF18B expression were associated with unfavorable OS. Multivariate analysis confirmed that KIF18B expression was an independent prognostic factor for predicting unfavorable OS in LUAD, after adjustment of clinical stage, nodal status and residual tumors. Subsequently, we performed the same analysis using the genomic data from the GEO database for validation. The results also confirmed that increased KIF18B expression was linked to poorer OS and was an independent prognostic indicator.Figure 4Forest maps of Cox regression analysis. (**A**) Forest maps showing univariate and multivariate analysis of OS in patients with LUAD. (**B**) Forest maps showing univariate and multivariate analysis of RFS in patients with LUAD. \**P*\<0.05.**Abbreviations:** OS, overall survival; RFS, recurrence-free survival; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma.

Similarly, we performed Cox regression analyses on the above cohorts in terms of RFS. The following multivariate analysis also confirmed that in the three independent GEO database cohorts, but not the TCGA cohort, increased KIF18B expression was an independent prognostic biomarker for poor RFS in patients with LUAD ([Figure 4B](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally, given that KIF18B expression was linked to patient survival outcomes, a ROC curve analysis was performed to explore the prognostic value of KIF18B mRNA expression. As shown in [Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, the AUC of KIF18B expression in TCGA-LUAD for predicting OS and RFS was 0.561 and 0.591, respectively. For validation, the AUC of KIF18B expression in predicting OS was 0.842, 0.772 and 0.743 in datasets from the GSE31210, GSE50081 and GSE30219 array sets, respectively ([Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). In term of predicting RFS, the AUC of KIF18B expression in datasets from the GSE31210, GSE50081 and GSE30219 array sets was 0.918, 0.764 and 0.787, respectively ([Figure 5B](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 5ROC curves of KIF18B expression to predict OS and RFS in LUAD. (**A**) ROC curves of KIF18B mRNA expression to predict OS in LUAD. (**B**) ROC curves of KIF18B mRNA expression to predict RFS in LUAD. Red curves, TCGA-LUAD cohort; green curves, GSE31210 datasets; blue curves, GSE50081 datasets; purple curves, GSE30219 datasets.**Abbreviations:** ROC, receiver operating characteristic; KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B; OS, overall survival; RFS, recurrence-free survival; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; TCGA, the Cancer Genome Atlas.

KIF18B Expression Was Modulated By DNA Amplification And DNA Hypomethylation {#S0003-S2003}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We attempted to explore the underlying mechanism of KIF18B gene dysregulation in LUAD using deep sequencing data from TCGA-LUAD. Firstly, we examined copy number alterations in TCGA-LUAD using cBioPortal ([<https://www.cbioportal.org>]{.ul}) for Cancer Genomics. KIF18B gene alteration was observed in 2.2% of LUAD cases (n=5) with sequencing and DNA copy number alteration data (n=230) ([Figure 6A](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). Missense mutations, truncating mutations as well as gene amplification were the main types of KIF18B gene alteration. Then, we evaluated KIF18B mRNA expression, DNA CNVs and methylation in a total of 511 LUAD patients simultaneously. The heatmap of KIF18B mRNA expression, CNVs and DNA methylation is shown in [Figure 6B](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}. Among the cohort with measured CNVs, 219 cases (42.86%) had DNA amplification (+1: low-level amplification, n=215; +2: high-level amplification, n=4), while 34 cases (6.35%) had DNA deletion; DNA amplification was significantly associated with upregulated KIF18B mRNA expression ([Figure 6C](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). We also examined KIF18B expression and copy number data in 53 LUAD cell lines from the CCLE. Regression analysis indicated a significant positive correlation between KIF18B mRNA expression and copy number ([Figure 6D](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, KIF18B mRNA expression and DNA methylation were measured at the same time in a total of 453 primary LUAD cases and 21 normal controls. The results showed that with the exception of cg01838385, two CpG sites (cg05040893, cg00459078) in the KIF18B gene were generally hypomethylated in tumor tissues, but not in normal lung tissues ([Figure 6E](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). Regression analyses were performed to evaluate the relationship between KIF18B mRNA expression and the methylation of three CpG sites. As shown in [Figure 6F](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}, KIF18B expression was negatively associated with DNA methylation in the selected CpG sites (all *P*\<0.05).Figure 6KIF18B gene alterations and DNA methylation in LUAD. (**A**) Genetic alteration of KIF18B in 230 cases of LUAD. (**B**) Heatmap of KIF18B mRNA expression (RNA-seq), CNV (gistic2 thresholded) and DNA methylation (450 k) in patients with primary LUAD; −2: homozygous deletion; −1: heterozygous loss, 0: copy neutral; +1: low-level copy gain; +2: high-level amplification. (**C**) KIF18B CNVs and mRNA expression in LUAD tumor tissues. (**D**) KIF18B copy number and mRNA expression in LUAD cell lines (n = 53). (**E**) Scatter plots showing the KIF18B DNA methylation levels of three CpG positions in LUAD tumor tissues and normal lung tissues. (**F**) Regression analysis of KIF18B mRNA expression and DNA methylation levels of three CpG positions. \*\**P*\<0.01, \*\*\**P*\<0.001.**Abbreviations:** KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; CNV, copy number variation.

KIF18B Was Predictively Targeted By Mir-125a-5p In LUAD {#S0003-S2004}
-------------------------------------------------------

To explore the potential regulatory miRNAs of KIF18B in LUAD, we examined the miRNA-seq data of primary LUAD tissues and normal lung tissues extracted from the TCGA-LUAD dataset. Differentially expressed miRNAs are shown in [Figure 7A](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}, and a total of 70 downregulated miRNAs as well as 116 upregulated miRNAs were identified. The potential regulatory miRNAs of KIF18B were obtained from public databases including miRwalk, miRDB, Tarbase, DIANA-microT, TargetScan, and starBase. Among these six datasets and the TCGA cohort of downregulated miRNAs, we identified hsa-miR-125a-5p to be the only overlapping miRNA ([Figure 7B](#F0007){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). In the paired tissues of 39 patients with LUAD, miR-125a-5p expression was lower in tumor tissue compared with normal lung tissue ([Figure 7D](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). Linear regression analysis confirmed a significant negative correlation between miR-125a-5p expression and KIF18B mRNA expression ([Figure 7E](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, a Kaplan--Meier analysis suggested that low miR-125a-5p expression was significantly associated with poor OS in LUAD patients ([Figure 7F](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 7KIF18B was predictively targeted by hsa-miR-125a-5p in LUAD. (**A**) A volcano plot showing the differentially expressed miRNAs in TCGA-LUAD. (**B**) Venn diagram showing potential candidate regulatory miRNAs for KIF18B screened from public databases and downregulated miRNA subsets from TCGA-LUAD. (**C**) The putative binding sites in the KIF18B 3ʹ UTR for miR-125a-5p. (**D**) Scatter plot showing the expression of miR-125a-5p in tumor tissues and paired normal lung tissues from TCGA-LUAD. (**E**) Regression analysis of the correlation between miR-125a-5p expression and KIF18B mRNA expression. (**F**) Kaplan--Meier curves of OS in LUAD patients with high/low miR-125a-5p expression. \*\*\**P*\<0.001.**Abbreviations:** KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; TCGA, the Cancer Genome Atlas; 3ʹUTR, 3ʹ-untranslated regions; OS, overall survival.

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis Of Genes Co-Expressed With KIF18B In LUAD {#S0003-S2005}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the potential function of KIF18B in LUAD, we analyzed RNA-seq data from 515 patients from the TCGA database via LinkedOmics. The LinkFinder module of LinkedOmics was used to analyze genes co-expressed with KIF18B in the TCGA-LUAD cohort. A total of 5590 genes (red dots) were positively correlated with KIF18B, whereas 5535 genes (green dots) were negatively correlated with KIF18B, using a cut-off of FDR \<0.01 ([Figure 8A](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}). A heatmap showed the top 50 significant genes that were positively or negatively associated with KIF18B ([Figure 8B](#F0008){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}). As shown in [Figure 9A](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}, very strong positive correlations were observed between KIF18B expression and ESPL1 expression (R=0.86), SPAG5 expression (R=0.8) and GTSE1 expression (R=0.86). Consistent with KIF18B, these three genes were upregulated in tumors compared with normal controls and were significantly correlated with poor OS in LUAD patients ([Figure 9B](#F0009){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 8Differentially expressed genes correlated with KIF18B in LUAD. (**A**) A volcano plot showing differentially expressed genes significantly associated with KIF18B (FDR \<0.01; *P*\<0.05). (**B, C**) Heatmaps showing the top 50 significant genes positively and negatively correlated with KIF18B in LUAD.**Abbreviations:** KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; FDR, false discovery rate.Figure 9The top three significant genes positively co-expressed with KIF18B in LUAD. (**A**) Pearson correlation of KIF18B expression with ESPL1, SPAG5 and GTSE1 expression. (**B**) The mRNA expression profiles of ESPL1, SPAG5 and GTSE1 in LUAD tissues compared with normal lung tissues. (**C**) Survival analyses of ESPL1, SPAG5 and GTSE1 in LUAD. \**P*\<0.05.**Abbreviations:** KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; ESPL1, extra spindle pole bodies like 1; SPAG5, sperm associated antigen 5; GTSE1, G2 and S-phase expressed 1.

We performed GSEA using the LinkInterpreter module of LinkedOmics. The top five significant gene ontology terms and pathway enrichment results are shown in [Figure 10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}. The results suggest that genes positively co-expressed with KIF18B were mainly located in condensed chromosomes, chromosomal regions, spindles, midbody and microtubules, where they participated generally in chromosome segregation, DNA replication, mitotic cell cycle phase transition, spindle organization and cell cycle checkpoints. Molecular function ontology revealed that the genes were mainly enriched in GO terms such as catalytic activity (acting on DNA), helicase activity, tubulin binding, histone binding and single-stranded DNA binding ([Figure 10A](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis showed that the significant enrichment pathways were cell cycle, homologous recombination, DNA replication, oocyte meiosis and progesterone-mediated oocyte maturation ([Figures 10B](#F0010){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#F0011){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 10GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of genes co-expressed with KIF18B in LUAD. (**A**) Bubble diagrams showing the top five gene ontology and KEGG pathway enrichment results of the KIF18B co-expressed genes in LUAD by GSEA. (**B**) KEGG pathway annotations of the cell cycle pathway. Red marked nodes are the associated leading-edge genes.**Abbreviations:** GO, Gene Ontology; KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes; KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; GSEA, gene set enrichment analysis.Figure 11GSEA based on TCGA-LUAD dataset. KIF18B upregulation was associated with "Cell cycle" (**A**), "Homologous recombination" (**B**) and "DNA replication" (**C**).**Abbreviations:** GSEA, gene set enrichment analysis; TCGA, the Cancer Genome Atlas; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; KIF18B, Kinesin family member 18B.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

Microtubules play an essential role in chromosome segregation, cytokinesis, vesicle trafficking and maintenance of cell polarity throughout the cell cycle.[@CIT0021] As a member of the kinesin-8 family, KIF18B is a plus end-directed motor and has a second microtubule binding site in the tail.[@CIT0022] Loss of KIF18B not only results in defects in spindle microtubule organization and an increase in the number and density of astral microtubules, but also disturbs chromosome alignment and perturbs microtubule dynamics in an MCAK-independent manner.[@CIT0023] KIF18B is an important modulator of microtubule dynamics, but is not restricted to mitosis. Recently, specific kinesin proteins have been demonstrated as crucial in regulating mitotic events and are promising targets for cancer therapy. Although previous studies have revealed that KIF18B is upregulated in several human cancers.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0024] The expression profiles, clinical significance and potential molecular mechanism of KIF18B in LUAD have not yet been reported.

In the current study, we firstly revealed that KIF18B expression was upregulated both at mRNA and protein levels in LUAD tissues compared with normal lung tissues. These results were consistent with those obtained through data mining in TCGA and GEO databases. KIF18B was remarkably increased in most human solid tumors, including LUAD, suggesting that KIF18B might act as an oncogene in LUAD. Based on ROC curves, KIF18B mRNA and protein expression demonstrated reliable diagnostic value, which indicated that KIF18B might be a promising biomarker for LUAD diagnosis. Tooker et al[@CIT0025] found that reduced concentrations of KIF18A protein in the serum of asbestosis patients who developed cancer could be used as a blood biomarker to identify asbestosis patients at risk of developing lung cancer. However, it is unclear whether aberrant levels of serum KIF18B exist in LUAD patients. Wu et al[@CIT0007] found that KIF18B was upregulated in cervical cancer and was correlated with a large tumor size and an advanced clinical stage. We further explored the clinical significance of KIF18B mRNA expression in LUAD. KIF18B mRNA expression was higher in males and in smokers. Moreover, high KIF18B expression was significantly associated with positive nodal invasion, advanced TNM stage and death status. KIF18B might be involved in the carcinogenesis and progression of LUAD. Notably, overexpression of KIF18B promoted cell proliferation, migration and invasion in cervical cancer, and silencing it could reverse these effects.[@CIT0007] Whether KIF18B has the same biological function in lung cancer requires further experimental confirmation. In addition, we found that KIF18B overexpression was associated with poorer OS and RFS in LUAD. Based on univariate and multivariate Cox analyses, high KIF18B expression was an independent predictor of unfavorable OS and RFS. The prognostic value of KIF18B in predicting OS and RFS in LUAD was also validated by ROC curves. KIF18B has also been confirmed to be associated with significantly worse OS in hepatocellular carcinoma.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0026] Our results indicated that KIF18B expression might serve as a specific and promising prognostic indicator in patients with LUAD.

To the best of our knowledge, the underlying molecular mechanisms of KIF18B dysregulation in tumors have not yet been fully elucidated. Considering the potential diagnostic and prognostic value of KIF18B in LUAD, it is meaningful to explore the underlying mechanism of its dysregulation in LUAD. Genetic and epigenetic alterations, such as CNVs and DNA methylation, are quite common in cancers and may have a profound influence on tumor phenotypes and patient survival.[@CIT0027] CNVs can regulate the expression of a specific gene through dose effects,[@CIT0028] while DNA methylation frequently occurs at CpG islands and is linked to the activation of oncogenes and the inhibition of tumor suppressor genes.[@CIT0029]--[@CIT0031] In the present study, consistent with KIF18A,[@CIT0005] DNA amplification was the major type of KIF18B alteration observed in LUAD and was positively associated with the upregulation of KIF18B. This relationship between CNVs and KIF18B mRNA expression was also confirmed in LUAD cell lines. Therefore, we speculated that aberrant KIF18B expression and dysregulation in LUAD might result from alterations in chromosomal structure. Moreover, the methylation level of some CpG sites was lower in LUAD tissues and was negatively correlated with KIF18B expression. These results suggest that KIF18B expression might be modulated by DNA methylation in LUAD.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are single-stranded noncoding RNAs and have long been known to play a key role in gene expression regulation.[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] Some miRNAs, which are downregulated in cancers, generally bind to the 3ʹ-untranslated regions (3ʹUTR) of their target mRNAs,[@CIT0033] and silence genes by inducing mRNA degradation or preventing translation of mRNA.[@CIT0034],[@CIT0035] Here, we identified miR-125a-5p as potentially regulating KIF18B expression using public prediction databases and experimentally validated databases. As the only candidate miRNA, miR-125a-5p was significantly downregulated in LUAD tissues compared with paired normal lung tissues and was negatively correlated with KIF18B mRNA expression. Previous studies have confirmed that miR-125a-5p is downregulated in some cancers including lung cancer and that it acts as a tumor suppressor.[@CIT0036] Overexpressing miR-125a-5p can self-activate silenced miR-125a-5p in lung cancer cells, which suppresses cell proliferation, migration and invasion, and inhibits cancer progression.[@CIT0037],[@CIT0038] Additionally, our results revealed that low miR-125a-5p expression was significantly correlated with shorter OS in LUAD, which is consistent with previous studies.[@CIT0039] Given that miR-125a-5p could bind to the putative binding site of the KIF18B 3ʹUTR, our results suggest that miR-125a-5p might be the upstream regulator of KIF18B, providing a new mechanism for the dysregulation of KIF18B in LUAD. Of course, validating these findings will require further experimentation, such as using a dual-luciferase reporter assay to confirm this interaction.

In addition, we explored the underlying biological function and molecular mechanisms that underpin the potential clinical value of KIF18B in LUAD. The genes co-expressed with KIF18B in LUAD were identified on the web-based platform of the LinkedOmics database. The most significant positively correlated genes were ESPL1, SPAG5 and GTSE1, which were overexpressed in tumor tissues and linked to poor OS in patients with LUAD. Indeed, ESPL1,[@CIT0040],[@CIT0041] SPAG5,[@CIT0042],[@CIT0043] and GTSE1[@CIT0044] have been reported as oncogenes in various human cancers, including lung cancer.

GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses of genes positively co-expressed with KIF18B in LUAD were analyzed using GSEA. Gene functional enrichment analysis suggested that these genes were dominantly enriched in the chromosome, spindle and microtubule, and primarily participated in cell cycle-related activities and regulation, such as mitotic cell cycle phase transition, chromosome segregation and cell cycle checkpoint activities. Similarly, "cell cycle" was the most significant signaling pathway for KIF18B co-expressed genes enriched in LUAD. The cell cycle plays a significant role in tumorigenesis.[@CIT0045] Dysregulation of cell cycle can result in cancer cell proliferation and tumor growth.[@CIT0046] A variety of molecules, including kinesins, have been reported to be involved in cell cycle dysregulation.[@CIT0047]--[@CIT0049] Silencing of KIF18A, a homolog of KIF18B, induced LUAD cell apoptosis and arrested the cell cycle in the G2/M phase.[@CIT0005] Interestingly, KIF18B significantly promoted cell proliferation and tumorigenesis in cervical cancer.[@CIT0007] Knockdown of KIF18B induced cell cycle G1 -- phase arrest, inhibited cell cycle progression by decreasing CyclinD1 expression and suppressing expression of Wnt/β-catenin pathway-related proteins.[@CIT0007] KIF18B expression is modulated in a cell cycle-dependent manner and may play an important role in cell division. These findings are consistent with the physiological function of the KIF18B gene. KIF18B might function as a novel oncogene via the cell cycle regulation pathway in LUAD.

There were some limitations to the current study. Firstly, our results were validated using the GEO datasets, which contain relatively small sample sizes, with relatively few stage IV patients. Secondly, transcriptomics analysis does not reflect protein activity or expression levels, which are crucial for genes to produce a biological effect. Thirdly, the molecular mechanism results are based on bioinformatics analysis, meaning that there is a lack of in vitro and in vivo experiments. However, our findings have provided new insights into the development and treatment of lung cancer. In future work, we will perform in-depth studies to validate our current findings.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

In summary, KIF18B was upregulated in LUAD tissues compared with normal lung tissues. Increased expression of KIF18B was associated with unfavorable clinicopathological features and independently predicted poor prognosis in patients with LUAD. DNA amplification, hypomethylation and miRNA-125a-5p downregulation might contribute to KIF18B dysregulation in LUAD. KIF18B might act as an oncogene in LUAD by affecting the cell cycle pathway. KIF18B might be a potential therapeutic target for lung cancer.
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